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Final Round ADAC MX Masters in Holzgerlingen/GER!
Günter Schmidinger is ADAC MX Masters Champion 2011!
On September 24 and 25 in Holzgerlingen/GER the final round of the ADAC MX
Masters series was held. Günter Schmidinger from Team Gold Fren Schmidinger
World MX1 and Andreas Schmidinger from Team Mibag Schmidinger were riding
on their Honda CRF 450 this weekend on a perfect prepared track. Günter was
only one Point behind the Leader of the Points standings Marcus Schiffer and had
a good chance for the titel.
On Saturday in the Qualifying Practice Günter was ranked in 3rd Place in his group
and had a good base for the races on Sunday. Andreas was directly qualified too
because of his 14. Position.
At the Start to the first Heat Günter got the holeshot and was leading at the beginning of the race. After a while he had to let the Factory Rider Xavier Boog go
and was concentrating on a safe second Place and making no mistakes. Günter
was able to cross the finishline in 2. Position and get many Points for the Championship and take the lead in the standings. Before the last Heat of the season
Günter was 6 Points ahead of Marcus Schiffer and 8 Points of Cedric Soubeyras,
so Günter had the best chances for the victory.
Andreas had Porblems in the first Heat, because a plastic band was making his
rear brake useless. He had to do a Pitstop and was finishing the race with 1 round
back in 36 Position and did good laptimes at least.
In Heat 2 Günter took the Holeshot again and was showing a Top Performance
with his strong nerves. Günter was taking no risk and was letting his rivals go by.
Günter was following Cedric Soubeyras on a safe 4th Position and because of
Marcus Schiffer being many Positions behind him there was no need to take any
more risk and a clean 4. Position helped him to the ADAC MX Masters Champion
2011 - the International German Champion. He is the first ever Austrian to do this
excellent performance and proved with his strength in this close titel hunt, that he
is a real Champion.
Andreas was a long time in the Points, but made a mistake when he tried to overtake another rider and lost many Positions. At the end he finished in 27. Position.
For Günter this big Final was his last Race this season and after many races he
is really happy to have a break now. We want to thank all our sponsors, friends,
and Fans for the Support, because everybody has helped us a lot to achieve this
Victory!
Andreas has his last race for this season this weekend in Großhöflein where the
Final Round of the Austrian MX Open Championship will be held.
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